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Parrett believes calf survival is a factor in the TCH decline. “Annual calf survival is 30 percent,” he said. He added 

that, unlike the WAH, nutritional stress seems to be driving the decline in TCH caribou. Winter weather, insect 

harassment, and range degradation all appear to play a role in decreased body condition. 

“Predation is a further aggravating factor,” said Parrett, “and the risk of predation may even be exacerbated by poor 

body condition.” 

Both caribou herds are critical to thousands of northern Alaska residents, providing the primary year-round source of 

red meat in a region where commercially sold beef is consistently expensive and sometimes not an option. A large 

contingent of area residents traveled to Anchorage from Kaktovik, Kivalina, Barrow, Buckland, Wainwright, Nome, 

Nuiqsut, Point Hope, Kiana, Unalakleet, Kotzebue, Kobuk, Noatak and beyond to share with the board their growing 

concerns and ideas about maintaining these caribou herds.  
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